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AUTHOR BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
(IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)

Surekha Rao is Associate Professor in the School of Business and Economics, Indiana
University Northwest, and President of the Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences
(www.iass1.org). Dr. Rao obtained her master’s degree from Delhi School of Economics,
India, and her PhD in economics from the University of New England, Australia. Dr.
Rao’s areas of expertise are forecasting, statistical modeling for business and industry,
and international business. Dr. Rao has published research papers in leading journals of
international standing such as the Journal of Econometrics, the International Journal of
Production Economics, and Communications in Statistics. She serves on the editorial
Board of Economics and Management Journals. Surekha is the recipient of the national
award for excellence in teaching from the National Society for Leadership and Success
and is recipient of numerous awards for teaching research and service. Dr. Rao has
extensive knowledge of Indian and the other emerging economies and is a spokesperson
for promoting Indo–US economic, business, and academic relations and collaboration
through her teaching and research and community activities. Dr. Rao has held several
visiting professorships in Europe, India, and the United States. These include John
Hasbrook Van Vleck visiting professor at Wesleyan University, Connecticut, and visiting
professor at Michigan Technological University, the University of Hartford, Connecticut,
and the University of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Surekha was also a visiting professor at the
University of Napoli and the University of Lecce, Italy. She has been an economics
advisor to the government of Karnataka, India, and served as a statistical consultant to
governmental and nongovernmental organizations.
Michael D. McGinnis is Professor of Political Science and Senior Research Fellow (and
former director) of the Vincent and Elinor Ostrom Workshop in Political Theory and
Policy Analysis, Indiana University, Bloomington. He has published on topics in public
policy, institutional analysis, humanitarian aid, arms control, game theory, and faithbased organizations. His current research applies principles of commons governance to
regional systems of health care delivery in the United States. Currently, he is a visiting
professor at Dartmouth Center for Health Care Delivery Science and Dartmouth Institute
for Health Policy and Clinical Practice.
William Blomquist is currently Dean of the School of Liberal Arts at Indiana
University–Purdue University Indianapolis. He joined the Department of Political
Science in 1987 and was chair of the department from 1995 to 2002. He teaches
American politics, Indiana politics, constitutional law, and occasional courses in public
policy or research methods. His primary research focus has been on water problems and
policies in the western United States. His publications include Dividing the Waters
(1992) and Common Waters, Diverging Streams (2004). His current research focuses on
the management of watersheds and river basins in the United States and other countries.
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Joe Ferrandino is Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice in the School of Public and
Environmental Affairs at Indiana University–Northwest. His research interests include
the efficiency and productivity of public organizations and the intersection of new
governance with criminal justice. Some of his recent works have been published in the
Journal of Public Affairs Education, Justice System Journal, Criminal Justice Review,
and Policing and Social Work in Public Health.
Karl Besel received his PhD in urban and public affairs from the University of Louisville
School of Business, where he specialized in organizational administration. He is an
associate professor and graduate program director in the Department of Public
Administration and Health Management at Indiana University Kokomo. His research
interests include new urbanism, economic development, nonprofit management,
executive succession planning, civil society, and organizational sustainability.
M. Todd Bradley received his PhD in political science from Binghamton University. He
is an associate professor in political science at Indiana University Kokomo. His research
interests include civil society and international relations.
Wolfgang Bielefeld received his PhD in sociology from the University of Minnesota. He
is a professor emeritus at the School of Public and Environmental Affairs, Indiana
University–Purdue University Indianapolis. His research interests include the
involvement of faith-based organizations in service delivery.
Lucinda Woodward is a professor of psychology and international studies at Indiana
University Southeast. Her research focuses on posttraumatic stress disorder among
Liberian civil war survivors. She has worked extensively with trauma counseling of
Liberians living in a refugee camp in Ghana, West Africa, where she implemented a
treatment and reintegration program for former Liberian child soldiers and war survivors.
She received a PhD in clinical psychology and an MA in social psychology from the
University of Louisville and a BA in English from Louisiana State University.
Meghan C. Kahn is a professor of psychology at Indiana University Southeast. Dr. Kahn
has published several peer-reviewed articles about the role of the hippocampus in
learning and memory. Currently, she runs a behavioral neuroscience laboratory, where
she is investigating the role of olfactory stimuli in learning and memory. She received a
PhD and an MA in experimental psychology from Bowling Green State University and a
BA in psychology from Alfred University.
Kathryn Ball is a recent graduate of Indiana University Southeast (IUS), with a BS in
psychology. While completing her degree, she worked on a longitudinal research team
focusing on posttraumatic stress disorder. The culmination of her research time at IUS
came in the summer of 2012, when she traveled to Ghana, West Africa, to collect data
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from Ghanaian trauma survivors. Kathryn will begin her graduate work at Spalding
University in the fall of 2013.
Brittany Sizemore is a graduate student in experimental psychology at Bowling Green
State University. Her research focuses on the sensory system of olfaction and its effect on
the formation of memories. She has worked with both humans and nonhuman animals in
investigating how odors can be used as memory-related reference cues. She received her
BS in psychology from Indiana University Southeast.
Yaoning Wu is a 2012 graduate of Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Kevin Christ is an sssociate professor of economics at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology, where he has taught since 2001. Prior to that, Dr. Christ taught at Southern
Illinois University in Carbondale and at Saint Louis University. His research interests are
primarily in applied microeconomics and in history of economic thought.
Steve Dunphy is an associate professor of management at Indiana University Northwest.
He received his PhD from Indiana University’s Kelley School of Business. His research
interests include business ethics, small group behavior, and strategic planning.
Monica Solinas-Saunders is an assistant professor of criminal justice at Indiana
University Northwest (IUN). Monica holds a PhD in sociology/criminology from the
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and a Post-Doc in research methods
and data analysis from Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana. At IUN, Monica
teaches Corrections and Research Methods (both at the graduate and undergraduate
levels). Her research interest focuses on issues of incarceration, reentry, and
rehabilitation. Monica’s recent publications appeared in the Journal of Marriage and
Family Therapy and Victims and Offenders.
Lori Anderson is an assistant professor with the School of Public and Environmental
Affairs at Indiana University Northwest. Her research investigates the ways in which
political contexts affect leadership and organizational design and culture. She explores
issues that arise at the intersections of public administration and political science, such as
the ways political theory is enacted through public administrative mechanisms, and those
that arise at the intersection of public and private management, such as the influence of
jurisprudence, federalism and governmental structure, and constitutional and institutional
perspectives upon privatization and management paradigms. She also examines David
Bohm’s concepts of discussion and dialogue as political and organizational
communication mechanisms. Lori’s most recent publication appeared in Administration
and Society.
Jackie Huey, PhD, is the internship and service-learning coordinator in the School of
Public and Environmental Affairs at Indiana University Northwest in Gary, Indiana. She
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teaches criminal justice and diversity-related courses. Her research interests include
service learning, diversity, and feminist rhetoric.
Atta Ceesay is an assistant professor in the School of Public and Environmental Affairs
at Indiana University Northwest in Gary, Indiana. Her research and teaching interests
include public management, human resources management, comparative and
development public administration, nonprofit management, governance and
accountability, and program evaluation. Dr. Ceesay’s interests include community
development and public and nonprofit capacity building.
Joseph Ferrandino is an assistant professor of criminal justice in the School of Public
and Environmental Affairs at Indiana University Northwest. His research interests
include the efficiency and productivity of public organizations and the intersection of
new governance with criminal justice. Some of his recent works have been published in
the Journal of Public Affairs Education, Justice System Journal, Criminal Justice Review,
and Social Work in Public Health.
Danny Tsataros, JD, is a visiting lecturer in the School of Public and Environmental
Affairs (SPEA) at Indiana University Northwest. As a former prosecutor and criminal
counselor, Danny’s experience lies in the field of domestic violence, criminal
proceedings, and criminal law. In the past two years, he has contributed to the enrichment
of the SPEA undergraduate program by challenging students to become involved in the
community as legal experts and victims’ advocates.
John Tsolackos, MPA, is a lecturer in the School of Public and Environmental Affairs
(SPEA) at Indiana University Northwest. As a former chief of police, John contributes to
the growth of the SPEA program by challenging students to continuously and critically
assess the complex reality of the ciminal justice system. At SPEA, John pioneered the
service-learning family violence course.
Jennifer S. Clark received her a Master of Public Affairs degree from Indiana
University Northwest in August 2013. She currently works for the Town of Schererville.
She is a member of Pi Alpha Alpha and Kappa Omicron Nu. Her research interests
include social capital, gender differences in standardized testing, and social work field
education.
Donald W. Spears is Assistant Professor and Chair of the Human Services Program at
Ivy Tech Community College–Northwest. His recent research and publications have
covered topics such as enhancing the sociological content in human services education,
the consequence of the Great Recession on Baby Boomers, and the development of
quality internships in human services.

